INTRODUCTION
The relational algebra [8] opérâtes on a model in which each relation reflects the current reality as it is best known of the enterprise being modeled. The model cannot deal with the notion of a history, or how each relation has evolved into what it is now. Having recognized the need to incorporate the time dimension into the relational model, a significant number of research efforts have been directed towards studying various aspects of this problem. The prevailing approach to modeling the time dimension in databases is, in one form or another, the use of an explicit représentation of time at both the tuple level and the attribute level [6, 7, 11, 26] . Included in that effort is temporal extensions of the relational algebra. The current status of research on temporal databases can be found in the collection by Tansel et al [31] , and Kline [17] provides a recent bibliography.
Most of the temporal algebras reported in the literature are not algebras in the mathematical sensé, that is, they are not closed since expressions do not always evaluate to time-varying relations of the underlying models. This is one of the conséquences of the use of an explicit time dimension in databases: the operators provided in these algebras are in f act designed to exploit actual représentations of time-varying data and to manipulate complex time-varying attributes and temporal éléments. Some algebras are not unisorted; in other words, the results of expressions can be time-varying relations, snapshot relations, or even temporal éléments such as intervais. For example, Clifford's [6] and Sarda's [26] algebras include an operator to drop the time components of a given time-varying relation to obtain snapshot relations, and Gadia's [11] algebra allows temporal éléments. Very few algebras [20, 32] support the standard définitions of algebraic operators such as intersection and 0-join.
McKenzie and Snodgrass [21] give an extensive évaluation of temporal algebras, and they outline a number of criteria for the comparison of algebras. Some of the important criteria are: (1) a temporal algebra should be a consistent extension of the relational algebra, (2) its formai semantics is well-defined, (3) it is an algebra, (3) it supports basic algebraic équivalences, (4) it reduces to the relational algebra (over moments in time), (5) it supports the standard définitions of intersection (n), #-join, natural join (M), and quotient (~), and (6) it includes aggregates. Most of the proposed algebras do not satisfy all of these criteria, and only a few algebras include aggregates because of the complicated interval semantics. These criteria are our starting point.
In this paper, we consider an extension of the relational model based on temporal semantics. In the underlying relational model for temporal databases, time-varying relations are an (infinité) collection of finite relations indexed by moments in time. As a query language for the model, we introducé a temporal (relational) algebra, which we call TRA, as a point-wise extension of the relational algebra. The algebra TRA is a revised version of a temporal algebra, originally proposed by Orgun and Muller [23] . The algebra TRA by design has the relational algebra as a special case for each moment in time; hence it inherits all the properties of the relational algebra. Time-varying data from different moments in time are joined through the use of temporal operators, not by the use of explicit références to time. In other words, time is implicit in the model and algebra. However, temporal databases of the underlying model can only model valid-time [14] .
The temporal relational model corresponds to a représentation of temporal data based on tuples extended with moments in time as time-stamps, hence it satisfies another criterion of McKenzie and Snodgrass [21] . In Clifford et al. [5] , temporal models that support INF time-varying relations, such as our temporal relational model, are called temporally ungrouped data models, as opposed to temporally grouped data models. Therefore TRA can be classified as a temporally ungrouped algebra. The model may introducé a fair amount of redundancies, but the représentation at the implementation level need not be based on this abstract model; it can use event-based interval time-stamps to save space. If the représentation is homogeneous [11] , that is, attribute values coexist in any given tuple, we can switch from an event-based interval représentation at the tuple or attribute level to time-stamping of tuples and vice versa.
Aggregation of time-varying data is an important opération in temporal databases, but it is supported by a few of the proposed algebras (e.g., Tansel [29] ). Other attempts to pro vide temporal aggregation include TQUEL of Snodgrass [27] , and the query language of Wuu and Dayal [9] , which is based on an object-oriented model supporting multi-sets. TRA also supports point-wise extensions of the Standard aggregation operators such as sum, avg, max, and so on. Another important opération in temporal databases is to ask queries to find times of when things happen. Since time dimension is implicit in TRA, it lacks the ability to directly formulate when-type queries. Therefore we provide an "indirect" method called tagging for manipulating time, which can be used to mimic when-type queries and formulate temporal aggregation across time. Tags are similar to user-defined time-stamps, hence they are transparent to the algebra. Gabbay and McBrien [10] proposed a similar technique for expressing when-type queries. Another approach is discussed by Lorentzos and Johnson [18] .
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 outlines the temporal data model TRA is based on. In section 3 we discuss TRA in more detail, and show that it is a consistent extension of the relational algebra. Section 4 gives examples of temporal sélection, and of combining time-varying data by temporal intersection, union, and splicing. In section 5, we discuss tagging in detail. In section 6, we outline the formai (algebraic) properties of TRA which can be used in query optimization. In particular we show that TRA inherits the properties of the relational algebra such as monotonicity, associativity and distributivity as well as the standard définitions of defined operators such as n, (ex), and -r. In section 7, we relate our work to other approaches to temporal algebras and discuss future work.
TEMPORAL DATA MODEL
The notion of a time-varying relation is not well-defined. In most of the reported works, time-stamps and event-based interval-stamps are usually used to represent time-varying data at both the tuple and attribute levels. As in the recent works of Tuzhilin and Clifford [32] , Gabbay and McBrien [10] , and Orgun and Muller [23] , we seek the answer in temporal logic [2] . The meaning of a predicate symbol in temporal semantics is a mapping from moments in time to relations over a given universe of discourse (domain). The collection of moments in time is usually a discrete and linearly ordered set with an unbounded future, such as the set UJ of natural numbers with its usual ordering relation earlier-than, <. The éléments of o; can be interpreted uniformly in terms of hours, days, weeks and so on, depending on the intended application.
In our model, a time-varying relation is a mapping, just like the meaning of a predicate symbol in temporal semantics. Let U dénote a given universe of discourse (domain), U n the n-folded cross product of U, and V(U n ) the power set (the set of subsets) of U n . Then a time-varying relation over the domain U is defined as follows. Given a time-varying relation tr, we write tr -(tr(0),tr(l),ir(2), • • • ) where for all t G u/, tr(t) G V{U n ). We also have an ordering relation between time-varying relations defined as follows. DÉFINITION 
2: Let r and s be time-varying relations with the same arity. We write r E s if and only if for all t € u. r(t) Ç s(t).
Let Rel be a countable set of relation symbols and U a given domain over which relations are defined. We require that U have at least one element and be countable. In practice, we may require that U be finite. The set of temporal databases over U, denoted as VB, is defined as follows:
n>0
It is also the case that VB is a complete lattice induced by the ordering relation EI. In more technical terms, members of VB are called temporal interprétations [2] . For any given temporal database db G VB and an element p of Rel with arity n, the meaning of p in db is a time-varying relation given as
As complex time-varying attributes or (event-based) intervals are not employed in the abstract model, time-varying relations are in the First Normal Form (INF) [19, 33] . INF is also preserved in some of the other temporal models, for example, those of Lorentzos and Johnson [18] and Jensen and Mark [15] . In Clifford et al. [5] , temporal models that support INF time-varying relations are called temporally ungrouped data models. We now give an example of a temporal database.
Example 1:
This database for a university keeps personal and professional data for faculty members and the departments they work for; it is a modified version of a database given in [16] . It consists of four relations: dept (DEPT, SECRETARY, HEAD) pers (NAME, SEX, STATUS, ADDRESS) prof (NAME, DEPT, RANK, SALARY) publ (NAME, JOURNAL, ISSUE)
Here dept holds infonnation about each department, pers holds personal information for each faculty member, prof holds professional information for each faculty member, and publ holds information for publications of each faculty member. We have that dept, pers, prof, publ G Rel. Attribute names are self-explanatory. The DEPT attribute is the key for dept relation, and the NAME attribute for the pers, prof, and publ relations. The attribute HEAD is also used for faculty member names.
We assume that the database came into existence at time O. Given a db G VB, it is possible that rfè(prof) is the time-varying relation whose portion from time 0 to time 3 is depicted in figure 1 . In this example the logical time is interpreted as months. Since the abstract model does not preclude any form of temporally grouped représentation of time-varying data, we can use time-stamped tuples, eventbased intervals, time-varying attributes and so on (or even a non-uniform représentation within the same model). The choice for the représentation does not affect TRA or its properties, because the temporal operators of TRA are not designed to exploit actual représentations of time-varying data (see below). The représentation only affects how TRA is going to be implemented. However, it should be noted that a realistic implementation of TRA is a challenging task due to the level of abstraction the algebra offers.
TEMPORAL RELATIONAL ALGEBRA
This section first introduces the temporal relational algebra TRA, and then provides the denotational semantics of its expressions. In this paper, we build on the work of Orgun and Muller [23] . Their algebra, also called TRA, is based on the temporal model outlined in section 2. TRA introduced four temporal operators, namely, f irst, next, prev, and fby [ . ] . Informally, the operator f irst refers to the initial moment in time (time 0), next refers to the next moment in time, and prev refers to the previous moment in time. The binary fby [ . ] is a parameterized cut-and-paste operator on timevarying relations. In our temporal relational algebra, we keep f irst and next as primitive operators, as well as a binary fby operator with simplified semantics. In the revised algebra, prev and parameterized fby [ . ] of TRA can be defined in terms of other operators. Therefore the revised algebra has a smoother semantics than the original TRA, without any loss of expressive power.
From here on, we refer to the revised TRA simply as TRA. Example uses of the operators of the algebra are given in sections 4 and 5.
Point-wise Extensions
TRA is a point-wise extension of the relational algebra upon u) enriched by adding temporal operators. In particular, the signature of TRA includes all operators of the relational algebra [8] , and its universe is the set of time-varying relations
. Let y be a unary operator of the relational algebra, and y tne corresponding point-wise operator of TRA. For any given time-varying relation tv, the following holds:
For all t € w, V (tr)(t) = V (tr{t)).
We can give similar équations for the binary operators. Yaghi [34] introduced the notion of a point-wise opération in the context of intensional algebras.
We have the following lemma which states that the meaning of point-wise operators is the same at all moments in time. Therefore we can tell what a point-wise operator does to its argument by looking at the results from each moment in time. The lemma can be naturally extended to include binary point-wise operators. 
/(s)(u) -\/{s{u)). Given that r(t) = s(u), then it follows that
) by the semantics of point-wise operators.
•
3.2, Operators
The operators of TRA can be classified under three headings: (1) pointwise operators, (2) temporal operators, and (3) aggregation operators. In the sequel, we adopt the infix notation for binary operators.
We first define the notion of a comparator. Given x, y > 1, the foliowing are comparators: x < y, x < y, x > y, x > y and x / y. We call x and y "comparator values". A comparator value is basically the ordinal number of an attribute in a relation. Given a temporal database db, we also allow comparators with one of their operands selected from the universe of db. A comparator formula is constructed out of conjunctions, disjunctions and comparators. A detailed discussion on the notions of a comparator and comparator formula can be found in Maier [19, section 3.5].
Point-wise Operators
Standard point-wise operators are n , Û , x, -, nx, and &F-Hère X is a finite séquence of comparator values, and F is a comparator formula. Ail of H , Û and (-) take two arguments with the same arity (compatible timevarying relations). At any given time t, the outcome of a point-wise opération dépends only on the values of its arguments at time t. For instance, given the expression rHs where r and s are time-varying relations, the resulting time-varying relation is the point-wise intersection of r and s, that is, rns=(r(0)n5(0),r(l)ns(l),r(2)n5(2),...),
or, using the familiar A-notation, rf)s = \t.r(t) H s(t).
For any given expression of the form TTAT where r is a relation with arity n, it must be the case that n is not less than the maximum comparator value in X. For any given expression of the form <3\pr, it must be the case that n is not less than the maximum comparator value in F.
Temporal Operators
There are three (primitive) temporal operators in TRA: unary first and next, and binary f by. The temporal operator first freezes a time-varying relation at its initial value; next is the "tomorrow" operator; and f by (read as followed by) does temporal splicing, that is, cutting and pasting of timevarying relations. In gênerai, at any given time t, the outcome of a temporal opération may depend on the values of its arguments possibly at time t and at other moments in time.
The formai semantics of temporal operators are given as follows:
• first(r) = At.r(O).
• next(r) = Xtx{t + 1). where r and s are compatible time-varying relations.
We now define another temporal operator, prev in terms of fby as follows:
The formai semantics of prev can be given using the semantics of fby. For the sake of clarity, we assume the following définition [23] :
• prev(r) = XtA . ,
In other words, prev is the "yesterday" operator. The value of any expression of the form prev A at time O is the empty relation, because we cannot go into the past beyond time 0.
From here on, we use the notation next [n] and prev[n] as syntactic sugar for n-folded applications of next and prev. In case n = 0, next [ n ] and prev[n] are the empty string.
Aggregation Operators
Let a: be a comparator value > 1. The aggregation operators of TRA are sûm x , avg T , coûnt, mâx tT and min x with their obvious interprétations. These point-wise operators are applied to time-varying relations, and produce unary time-varying relations whose snapshots are single-valued relations. For instance, given the expression avg T (tr) where tr is a time-varying relation whose arity is not less than x, the resulting time-varying relation is av gjc (ir) -(avg^ tr(0), avg x tr(l), avg x or in the A-notation: a.vg x (tr) = \t.a.vg x (tr(t)). Here avg a .(r) = {(e)} where e is the average of the values of the x th attribute from the relation r.
We also assume that aggregation opérations can be associated with a bylist, producing several tuples determined by calculating the aggregate over a subset of the relation [27] . Examples of temporal aggregation are given in section 5.
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Denotational Semantics
The following discussion is a more formai exposition to TRA. Given a temporal database db, an expression E over db contains only those relation symbols defined in db, and values from the domain of db. Let |[.E l ](d&) dénote the meaning (denotation) of E with respect to db. We assume that ail expressions are légal, Le., arities of arguments given in an expression match with respect to the opérations involved, and so do the types of attributes over which aggregation opérations are performed.
For a relation symbol p G Rel with arity n, we have that
The following is the formai définition of the denotation function [.] . 
where y is an y unary operator.
\A y Bj(db) = [A](d6) V I^I(^) where V is any binary operator.
For TRA to be an algebra in the mathematical sensé, we need to show that ail opérations of TRA are closed\ in other words, the denotation function [.] assigns a time-varying relation to each (légal) expression.
THEOREM 2: The denotation function [.] is well-defined, that is,for any légal expression E over a temporal database db, \E\(db)
The expression E can be of the form (1) p where p G Rel, (2) V A where v i s a unary operator, or (3) A y B where y is a binary operator. (Items 1, 2 and 3 in the définition 3.) We can prove the theorem by induction where item 1 is the basis case:
1. Let n be the arity of p. By définition, we have that
is a time-varying relation.
By induction hypothesis [A](d6) is a time-varying relation. Let tr = |A](d6). If v is
a point-wise operator, we have that \/tr = Xt. y ^(0» which is a time-varying relation. If y is a unary temporal operator, then y tr is a time-varying relation by the semantics of temporal operators.
3. The proof of item 3 is very similar to that of item 2.
• We assume the usual point-wise définitions of quotient (4 1 ), 0-join and natural join (txi) in terms of other point-wise operators of TRA; see [33] for details. Intersection is employed as a primitive operator in TRA. Note that all the defined operators are also point-wise. We can import the définitions of these point-wise operators, because all the properties of the relational algebra are preserved in TRA {see section 6).
We state the following theorem for completeness which says that the original TRA [23] and the revised TRA have the same expressive power. Proof: Both f irst and next are amongst the primitive operators of the original and revised TRA, with the same semantics. Therefore it suffices to show that (i) prev and fby [ . ] of the original TRA can be defined using the operators of the revised TRA; and (ii) fby of the revised TRA can be defined using the operators of the original TRA.
Proof of (i); We have given the définition of prev already; the définition of the parameterized fby [ . ] is given in section 4.3. It can be easily verified that the définitions conform to the semantics of prev and fby [ . ] .
Proof of (ii): The définition of fby for the original TRA can be given as follows:
Again, it can easily be verified that the définition conforms to the semantics of fby. 
EXAMPLES: QUERYING TEME-VARYING DATA
In the following, we stipulate that ail queries be evaluated at a given moment t in time (say, "now", "today", "this month" and so on) or over an event-based interval identified by its starting and ending times. In the examples given below, the logical time is interpreted as "months". The évaluation of a query over an interval is performed by evaluating the query at ail moments over the interval. We regard an interval as a window through which time-varying data may be queried. This is simply a computability requirement: given a finite domain U, time-varying relations over the domain are finite at particular moments in time or over intervals, but infinité in the aggregate. Some of the examples in this and the next section are based on variations of the benchmark queries posed by Kalua and Robertson [16] .
Temporal Sélection
In many applications, a snapshot of time-varying data at a particular moment in time is of interest. Queries of this kind are time-spécifie. Suppose that we are given the temporal database from example 1. It is possible that dö(dept) is the time-varying relation whose portion from time 0 to 3 is depicted in figure 2 . From here on, we refer to the attributes in a given relation by their ordinal numbers. For instance, NAME in pers is the l st attribute. The temporal operator(s) f irst next [3] move the context to month 3. Since Kim headed in the Linguistics department in month 3, the answer is the relation {{ Kirn, Ling )} whenever the query is evaluated. Let E be the expression given above. Then we have that \E\{db) = Xt.{(Kim,Ling}}.
• Sometimes we are interested in what happens relative to a référence point in time, say "now", "today" and so on. For instance, we may pose queries like "Is Ali going to get a raise next month?'* In such a query, there is no explicit référence to time, thus the outcome of the query dépends on when it is evaluated. Queries about the future are not problematic, because, if future data is not available yet, the answer would be the empty relation.
It is also possible to formulate queries about the past.
Example 3: Consider the query "Who was Joy's department head last month?".
Here >^p is the point-wise 0-join operator. The comparator formula 2 = 1 means that we compare the second and first attribute values from the corresponding tuples. At time 0, the answer is the empty relation; at times 1 and 2, the answer is the relation {{Joy, CompSci, Joy)}\ and so on. We could also ask "Who will be Joy's department head next month?" by replacing prev by next in the expression. •
Temporal Intersection and Union
We may also be interested in what happened over a period of time in a given relation. The period of interest may be time-specific or time-relative. In the following, we first introducé a notation for representing periods of time, that is, event-based intervals. Let x.y > 0.
• Time-specific intervals are denoted as 
If any faculty member in the Toys department did not get a raise over the interval [-2 + now, -1 + now], the corresponding faculty member tuples would be the same. That is why we can formulate the query by temporal intersection.
• We can also "accumulate" time-varying data from different moments in time by temporal union. We use a different notation for intervals over which time-varying data will be joined by unions. Let {x,y) dénote an interval defined just like [rr,y] . Then the expression (1,3}E is a syntactic sugar for
Example 5: Consider the query "How many (distinct) departments did Kim head from months 1 to 12?" This query can be answered by temporal union as foliows: count((l,12)(7ri (cr 3 =^m"dept))) Suppose that Kim headed three departments from months 1 to 12. Then we would only obtain three tuples by temporal union (1, 12) , because duplicate tuples are not supported in the underlying model.
We can also make use of the time of évaluation to restrict the range of temporal intersections and unions.
Example 6 [Kalua and Robertson [16] query QB3]: Consider the query "What departments were headed by Carol and Kim and who were their secretaries?" We assume that the query is restricted to the interval from the beginning up to "now", or up to the time of évaluation of the query:
This query is time-relative in the sense that the value of now will change and so will the result, depending on the time of évaluation. It is the responsibility of the implementation to replace now with the time of évaluation during the query évaluation process. •
Temporal Splicing
In some cases, we are interested in cutting out a portion of a time-varying relation, and pasting a portion of another one in its place. This is achieved by the binary operator fby. We now consider a more gênerai form of temporal splicing, that is, a parameterized fby operator defined in terms of the (primitive) operators of TRA as follows:
r fby[0] s -df r fby (next s), • r fby [t] s =4f r fby ( (next r) fby [t -1] (next s) ), for t > 0.
Read r fby[t] s as "eut r at time t, and paste s to it from time t + 1 on". We call time t as the eut-point for fby[£], Given two time-varying relations r and s, then we have that r fby[t] s = < H), n, • • • ? U: st+iï sj+2ï... >. We employ the parameterized fby [ . ] operator as a primitive operator in TRA as in the original TRA [23] , because it has a straightforward implementation.
Example 7:
Suppose that a 10% overall salary increase is planned as from month t and the university management wants to study its long term effects on the university. The temporal database is now extended with a new prof relation, say projected-prof, modeling the salary increase starting at month t. For analysis, all références to the prof relation before month t should be regarded as références to the original prof relation, and at and after month t as références to the projected-prof relation. In time-relative queries, it is impossible to détermine which relation should be used since there are no explicit références to time. A solution to this problem can be provided by "temporal splicing". The following TRA expression can be used whenever the faculty member relation is required:
prof fby[t-1] projected-prof.
The operator fby [t -1] guarantees that prof is used up to and including the eut point at t -1, and projected-prof from time t onwards. •
EXPLICÏT MANIPULATION OF TIME
It is very natural, especially in temporal databases, to ask queries to find times of when things happened. Since there is no explicit manipulation of time in expressions of TRA, such queries cannot be directly formulated. This is a tradeoff for the level of abstraction TRA offers. We adopt an indirect, but effective method, called tagging, which can be used to manipulate time as any other attribute in TRA. Through tagging, data coming from different moments in time can be identified so that temporal aggregation using standard pointwise aggregation operators becomes possible, and certain types of when-type queries can also be formulated.
Tagging and Temporal Aggregation
Suppose that we are interested in the average salary of a faculty member across time. A naïve solution would be to use temporal union followed by the aggregation opération avg s . There are problems with this solution, because the relational model does not support duplicate tuples (or multi-sets), but we need all the duplicate tuples to obtain a correct answer. For instance, the average salary of Ali from time 0 to time 3 is $2575 (see Fig. 1 ). But using temporal union and aggregation as in the following expression avg 4 ((0,3)(<Ji=«A//''Prof)) î we obtain the wrong resuit of $2600. The problem is that the information about Ali stored in the prof relation is the same in months 1 and 2. What is needed is the ability in TRA to differentiate between tuples coming from different moments in time.
We pro vide a solution to the problem using the notion of a tag. Tags are basically time-stamps on data. Suppose that the following time-varying relation is given:
Then we can define a new point-wise operator, say tag, as follows:
• tag(r) = df r x u.
Tags are used much in the same way as user-defined time [14] , but they are not stored in the database, rather they are dynamically created on demand during the évaluation of TRA expressions. An expression of the form tag(2?) can be evaluated by tagging each tuple resulting from the évaluation of E by the time of évaluation. As a resuit, temporal union on tagged time-varying relations will not "lose" any time-sensitive information. Ali's average salary can now be obtained as avg 4 ({0,3) tag(<Ti = « A/r prof)).
Gabbay and McBrien [10] also considered answering when-type queries using a special relation called time. This relation is identical to the relation u with an upper limit imposed on it. A similar approach is discussed by Lorentzos and Johnson [18] . There, a calendar relation is introduced, which consists of a finite relation of unary tuples, one for each moment in time. It is used when time-varying relations based on time-stamping with intervals at the tuple level are unfolded into time-varying relations based on tuple time-stamping.
Below is another example of the use of tagging.
Example 8: Consider the query "Did Laura earn more than her department head in the last three months (including now)T This is a time-relative yes/no query; therefore we just provide as answer a binary tuple with Laura's and the total salary of her department head for the period. The query in TRA may be formed in two parts: an expression to find the total salary Laura earned, and an expression to find the total salary Laura's department head earned. Here is the first part, call it A:
Here is the second part, call it B: sûm 4 ({-2,0) tag(7T 3 ((TT 2 (<ri = « LflMra »prof JJ^dept)^ prof )).
The final expression is obtained by sélection from the cross product of A and B, that is, <ri>2 (A x B) . Regardless of whether Laura worked under different department heads over the interval (-2,0) or not, the salaries of all those department heads would be summed. •
Expressing When-Type Queries
When tagging is directly applied to the base relations (those relations stored in the temporal database), tags represent valid-time. The following examples show the way in which tags can be manipulated, so that certain types of when-type queries can also be formulated. We compare the rank of faculty members in consécutive months and if the rank has changed from "anything" to Associate Professor in any given month, the tagged faculty member tuple will be retained in the temporal union. The final resuit can be obtained by projection. If the time of évaluation is 3, the answer is the relation {( AU, Assoc, 3 )}, because only Ali attained this rank in the period from time 0 to time 3. In order to include those faculty members who were associate professors at time 0, we can take union of the above query with the query Then the answer, again at time 0, is the relation
With tagging, aggregation operators can be utilized to express a variety of when-type queries. The following example shows the use of count with a by-list.
Example 11 [Kalua and Robertson [16] query QB7]: Consider the query "List all faculty who published in the same journal at least twice, along with the journal issues and publication dates (months)." We first formulate Informatique théorique et AppHcations/Theoretical Informaties and Applications an expression (call it A) to find the names of faculty members and journals that satisfy the condition of the query. 7ri t 2(a3>»2"(count (((0 ) notü)tag(publ))by 1,2) ))
Here the resulting relation after count has the attributes: NAME, JOURNAL, and the number of tuples for each distinct pair of NAME and JOURNAL. We refer to these two attributes in the by-list using their corresponding ordinal numbers. Final query is formed by ö-join of A and a (sub-)query to obtain a relation with the names of faculty members, journals, issue numbers, and dates:
We could easily deflne another query for finding the total number of publications per month for each départaient in the university using count and by-list on tagged relations (this would be an instance of a group-by-time aggregation). •
ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF TRA
This section discusses some of the important algebraic properties of TRA. Many query optimization stratégies involve transforming algebraic expressions into ones that lead to more efficient query exécution plans [19, chapter 11 ]. An analogous strategy can also be employed for query optimization in temporal databases, and TRA can naturally serve as an appropriate target for a temporal query language processor.
We show that TRA inherits all the properties of the relational algebra such as the commutative laws, associative laws, and distributive laws of point-wise operators [1, 33, 19] . It is also shown that temporal operators distribute over the point-wise operators, and that there are laws governing the interaction between temporal operators. We assume that prev and the parameterized f by [ . ] operator are amongst the primitive operators of the algebra, because they are likely to be used frequently in expressions and they have straightforward implementations.
Inherited Properties and Monotonicity
An important property of operators is monotonicity, Monotonicity implies that if we know more information about the argument of an operator, we shall know no less about the resuit. It is known that the operators of the relational algebra except the set différence are monotonie, and that monotonicity is closed under function composition [1, 33] . Monotonie operators are well-behaved.
Below is the formai définition of the property of monotonicity: DÉFINITION 
4: Let r and s be two time-varying relations with the same arity, and V & e a unary operator of'TRA. We say that y is monotonie if and only if it is the case that y (r) E y (s) whenever r E s.
Since TRA is a point-wise extension of the relational algebra, the monotonicity result immediately extends to the point-wise operators. In fact, TRA inherits all properties of the relational algebra, because the meaning (properties) of point-wise operators can be reduced to the meaning (properties) of the corresponding operators in the relational algebra. Thus, we have the following theorem. Proof: It suffices to show that the properties hold for each moment in time for the operators of the relational algebra corresponding to the point-wise operators of TRA. We omit the details.
• Theorem 4 guarantees that, for instance, the définitions of quotient (-=-) and ö-join can be imported to TRA, and that all the algebraic properties of the relational algebra which can be used in query optimization are still valid. In fact, the theorem is valid for any point-wise extension of the relational algebra over any domain, not just for TRA. In short, point-wise extensions enable technology transfer.
We also have that all temporal operators of TRA are monotonie.
THEOREM 5: All temporal operators of TRA are monotonie. Proof: We show that next is monotonie. Given time-varying relations r and 5 where r E s, we have that next(r) E next(s) if and only if for all t G w, next(r)(t) Ç next(s)(t) if and only if for all t E o;, r{t + 1) Ç s(t + 1) by the semantics of next. Given that r E 5 holds, then we conclude that next is monotonie. Similar arguments apply to all the other temporal operators.
• It can also be shown that in TRA monotonicity is closed under function composition. This result is well-known in programming language semantics [28] , and also for the operators of the relational algebra [1] . Therefore we have the following result. THEOREM 6: In TRA, monotonicity is closed under composition,
Distributivity of Point-wise and Temporal Operators
Theorem 4 states that a point-wise extension of the commutative laws holds in TRA. We now investigate the interaction (distributive laws) between temporal and point-wise operators. Similarly for Û, x a^J -.
Proof:
We outline the proof of item (a). Suppose that v is first. Then it suffices to show that, for all t G CJ, we have that (7T X (f irst(r)))(t) = (f i
We proceed as follows:
Both sides of the équation yield the same result. Similar proofs can be given for the other distributivity properties by making use of the semantics of temporal operators, the semantics of point-wise operators, and function application. We omit the details. •
Interaction Between Temporal Operators
We now investigate the interaction between temporal operators of TRA, and in particular the conditions under which temporal operators can be eliminated. The following lemmas state some important properties of the temporal operators. 1. first(prev(r)) = At.0.
next(f irst(r)) = first(r).
3. first(first(r)) = first(r).
next(prev(r)) = r.
Proof: We outline the proof. The intuitive understanding of these properties is given as follows: Item 1 is a straightforward conséquence of the semantics of prev and first, and also shows us how to create an empty relation. Item 2 implies that f irst(r) is an invariant of time. Item 3 is the cancellation axiom of first followed by first. Item 4 says that shifting a time-varying relation to the right and then immediately to the left has no effect.
The following lemma states the conditions under which fby's can be distributed and/or eliminated. 2. next(r fby s) = 5.
first(r fhy[t]
s) = first(r), regardless of t.
r fhy [t](s fby [ar] v) -r fby[t] v, when t > x.

r fby [t] (s fby [ar] v) -(r fby [t] s) fby [x] v, when t < x.
Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications
The first three items are conséquences of the semantics of first, next, fby, and fby [ . ] . Item 4 asserts that, in nested applications of f by [ . ] 's with non-increasing eut points, only the first eut point matters. Item 5 states the condition under which f by [ . ] is associative.
There are some other properties of TRA which teil us when we cannot simplify an expression any further. For instance, it can be shown that prev does not distribute over f by [ . ] ; and that next and prev are not complete inverses, that is, prev(next(r)) 7^ next(prev(r)). The operators next and prev would be complete inverses where time is infinité at both ends.
The Property of Conjunctivity
Intersection is employed as a primitive operator in TRA, but it could also be introduced as a defined point-wise operator. Intersection has a useful property which we call conjunctivity. This property is also exhibited by some other point-wise operators and all the temporal operators. In other words, a conjunctive operator commutes with (or can be distributed over) n , which also reaffirms that n is a point-wise operator. The following result is a straightforward corollary to theorem 4 and lemma 7.
CoROLLARY 10: The following operators have the conjunctivity property:
A, ij; <5"F) first, next, prev, fby, and f by [ . ] . In other words, let r, s, u. v G [ÜJ -> V(U n )} for some n > 0 and t > 0. Then we have that Proof: We outline the proof for the operator f ir s t. Let r and s be time-varying relations with the same arity. By corollary 10, we have that first(rhs) = (first r)fï (first s). It is clear that if r Çs, then rf)s = r. Hence first r -(first r) h (first s), which implies that first r C. first s. Proof s for the other conjunctive operators also make use of Corollary 10 and the f act that TCÏS = r whenever r Ç s and vice versa.
• In a given expression, we can use the conjunctivity property to push temporal operators inside, and then use the properties given in lemmas 8 and 9 (and others) to simplify the expression further.
DISCUSSION
In this section, we relate our work to other proposais for temporal algebras based on valid-time. We also point out further research directions.
Other Temporal Algebras
Clifford [6] proposed a model and a relational algebra for modeling and querying temporal (historical) databases. The model is based on an extension of the relational model with complex attributes, some of which are functions from moments in time or intervais to attribute values. In other words, the model is a temporally grouped model which does not restrict the relations to first normal form (INF). In the algebra, the temporal operators are specifically designed to manipulate these complex attributes, and, as a conséquence, it is not closed. Also, the algebra does not include aggregates.
Tansel [6] described another model and a temporal algebra to handle the time dimension (for valid time only). Just as in Clifford's approach, Tansel's model strives to minimize data redundancies using intervais and complex time-varying attributes, while at the same time providing a number of algebraic operators to manipulate various représentations of time-varying data. The algebra also includes an operator to drop the time components of a given time-varying relation to obtain snapshot relations. It does not support all the algebraic équivalences of the relational algebra, and as a conséquence it does not support the standard définitions of operators such as H, 0-join, and M. Tansel [29] defined an extension of this algebra with aggregates.
Sarda [26] proposed another temporal algebra in which the outcome of expressions may be time-varying relations, intervals and snapshot relations. Sarda also outlined a query language based on an extension of SQL with temporal operators. It is not clear whether the algebraic properties of the relational algebra carry over Sarda's algebra or not. Gadia's approach [11] is similar to Sarda's. Temporal éléments (intervals) are explicitly manipulated in the temporal algebra, as well as time-varying relations, but the définitions of Standard algebraic operators are provided. Gadia also considered a calculusbased query language along with the temporal algebra and showed their équivalence.
McKenzie and Snodgrass [20] introduced an extension of the relational algebra with two rollback operators that can support both the valid time and transaction time. Rollback operators are used to fetch snapshots of timevarying relations in a given temporal database, which are then manipulated by the operators of the relational algebra. The denotational semantics of operators of the algebra are also given. The underlying model can only support a finite collection of snapshot states. The temporal algebra is also extended with an update opération, and the formai semantics of updates are given. The algebra does not include aggregates.
Lorentzos and Johnson [18] proposed a model and algebra based on tuple and/or attribute level time-stamping. The algebra introduces three new operators, namely, extend, unfold, and fold, defined using the Standard operators of the relational algebra. These operators are used to switch from an event-based interval représentation of valid-time to a représentation based on tuple time-stamping and vice versa. In short, time-stamps are regarded as user-defined time, but their special status is recognized by the existence of the three additional operators. The formai semantics of the extended algebra are not given; and it is not clear whether the standard définitions of operators such as Ö-join and quotient ~ carry over to the algebra. In this algebra, a special relation called calendar is used in unfolding time-varying relations. The use of the calendar relation is in spirit similar to the use of the tag relation u (see section 5).
Tuzhilin and Clifford [32] proposed a temporal algebra (called TA) as a basis for temporal relational completeness. The algebra includes the operators of the relational algebra plus two temporal linear recursive operators. The algebra is equivalent in expressive power to a temporal calculus based on a temporal logic with since and until. Their temporal relational model, unlike the underlying model of TRA, is based on discrete and bounded models of time. Just like TRA, Tuzhilin and Clifford's algebra TA is a consistent extension of the relational algebra, but TA does not have aggregates.
Gabbay and McBrien's [10] considered a refinement of TA which is also based on a temporal logic with since and until. They introducé two linear recursive operators, namely, since-product (5 X ) and until-product (C/"x). These operators closely resemble their counterparts in temporal logic. Gabbay and McBrien also considered explicit références to time using a special relation called time (as in tagging). They embed their algebra into an extended relational algebra with arithmetic capabilities in select and project opérations, but the extended algebra does not include aggregates. They show that the embedding provides a convenient way to translate queries in a temporal extension of SQL into those in standard SQL. The algebraic properties of S x and U x are not discussed.
There are also some other approaches to temporal databases based on transaction time (time of updates to the database), for example, that of Jensen and Mark [15] . For a comparative study of temporal algebras, we refer the reader to the survey of McKenzie and Snodgrass [21] . Temporal query languages are also surveyed in the work of Chomicki [4] .
Future Work
We are considering extending TRA with "modal" operators to support updates to temporal databases. Modal logic [3] can provide an adequate basis for such an extension. For instance, Golshani [12] proposed a modal extension of a functional model for databases, in which update opérations are interpreted as modal operators, and the set of possible worlds for such an update modal logic is the set of all possible database states (VB). In an extended TRA, an update opération (say /x) can be regarded as a modal operator; we can take its meaning to be a mapping between temporal databases: [/x] G [DB -> VB]. Further work in this direction involves formulating a modal logic of updates, and investigating the interaction between update operators and temporal operators.
We are also considering a calculus-based temporal query language. It is based on the underlying temporal logic of TRA, in which f irst, next, and f by are temporal operators. A query in temporal calculus is an expression of the form where <f> is a safe temporal logic formula and ZJ'S are some of the free variables in <fi. The answer to this query is the same whenever it is evaluated; in other words, it is the relation {( Kim, Ling }} at any given moment in time.
The direct correspondence between the temporal operators of TRA and of the calculus can be established, which means that the temporal calculus underlies the expressive power as TRA. The formulation of the temporal calculus will also allow us to study the expressive power of TRA in relation to other proposed temporal algebras.
We are also working on an equational extension of TRA in which recursive queries can be formulated. A significant usage of f by is in defining recursive queries, as shown in the following équation te = r fby (tcU 7Ti r 3(f irst r tx] te)).
The équation defines an itérative solution to find the transitive closure of a given binary relation represented by r at time 0. The use of f by ensures that the initial value of te is r(0), and the next values of te is computed from the previous value of te. Therefore, as time progresses, te step-by-step approximates to the transitive closure of r(0). This form of recursion is called linear temporal recursion. There are recursive extensions of the relational algebra [13] , but, to the best of our knowledge, recursion has not been explored in the context of temporal algebras. The algebras of Tuzhilin and Clifford [32] and Gabbay and McBrien [10] each offers two linear recursive operators, but no recursive équations.
We have not yet considered a temporal extension of a query language such as SQL or QUEL. The algebraic properties of TRA make it a suitable target language for optimizing queries in a temporal extension of SQL or QUEL. Temporal versions of SQL include: TSQL of Navathe and Ahmed [22] , and TSQL-like query language of Sarda [26] (which has the same expressive power as Sarda's historical algebra). Temporal versions of QUEL include: TQUEL of Snodgrass [27] which also offers temporal aggregates, and HQUEL of Tansel [32] (Tansel's algebra [6] is the target language for optimizing queries in HQUEL).
CONCLUSIONS
The main différence between our approach to temporal algebras and many others reported in the literature is that TRA is not an algebra designed to manipulate explicit représentations of time-varying data or temporal éléments such as intervais. Consequently, it has a very smooth formai semantics. We can easily introducé extra temporal operators into TRA and try out new ideas owing to the level of abstraction offered by it. For instance, Orgun and Wadge [24] proposed the use of the original TRA as an algebraic frontend to a modular, temporal extension of Datalog. Temporal Datalog can naturally express recursion. Further work on Temporal Datalog is reported in Orgun [25] .
In short, TRA is a representation-independent temporal relational algebra. Freedom from représentation ensures portability, and it enables technology transfer from the established tools and techniques that are available for the relational algebra. Query optimization stratégies can be directly based on the formai properties of TRA, and they should be considered in conjunction with actual représentations and storage structures.
